Big Brother 2012 Twitter Hoax
By: Tattierpub
It all started with a pretty innocuous tweet to my followers, who knew every CatLady and ignoramus
was going to lose their mind over one seemingly innocent tweet. Take a look at the tweet that started it
all.

Any person with half a brain can see I sent the tweet that started it all and immediately followed it with
a response saying I was fucking with the batt-shit crazy Big Brother fans. From there things just
snowballed, so I ran with it. One of my more astute followers joined in and before you know it there
were quite a few of us who were “beta” testing the feeds for iOS. The window lickers that are the Big
Brother fans were eating it up.
People went as far as to tweet Chelsia Hart and the gang from Super Pass, Robyn Kassting, Evel Dick,
Allison Grodner and CBS_BigBrother insisting that they turn off the feeds because we were ruining
things for them. My bet is they were jealous that they weren't invited to be “beta” testers.
One dude who's obviously bright enough to count to potato went so far as to cancel his feeds and was
oh so proud of himself that he received a full refund. This poor simpleton is obviously not a long time
Big Brother fan or he'd have known that feeds don't start until after the season premier.

Two other spuds were upset about the return of everyone's favorite narcissist Jesse.

I have absolutely saved the best for last! Let me tell you people these Cat Ladies are lethal, let this be
a lesson to any dude on any reality show. Never ever tweet or Skype (BrendonVBB12), your junk to
an unknown “lady” you met off the interwebs, it just doesn't end well.
One of the Cat Ladies was banging herself with the pooper-scooper from her litter box over the remote
chance she may get some inside scoop. One of the “beta” testers tweeted that Danielle was already
crying. In her blind hate for Danielle Donato, she thought that's who the “beta tester” was referring to,
she promptly began begging me for a screen-cap.

You would think, after I explained that we were “beta” testing and it was against the confidentiality
agreement we signed, she'd stop. Nope that wasn't the case, she kept begging and begging. After
repeated denials she decided to up her chances of getting a screen-cap of Dani D. crying by appealing
to my inner perv, so she offered up details and a promise of naked pictures of our own dear Lane
Elenburg from BB12. You know who he is, he had that unique way of saying hellurr to his mother
while he was taking a shower!

This poor feral Cat Lady didn't care who she ruined so long as she could get her hands on a screen-cap
of Dani D. crying. Take a look at the tweets:

There are many more tweets that go to this conversation, like instructions on how to use my digital
camera to take a screen-cap so I couldn't be identified and her assurance the photos of Lane weren't
photo shopped.

What I find interesting is that she claims to have removed the picture she tweeted so there wouldn't be a
scandal. Yet you can tell from my screen-caps (taken 3 hours later), that she never did remove the
tweet with the pic.

All in all it was a very interesting night of “beta” testing and the Big Brother fans truly demonstrated
just how crazy and gullible they really are. Here's what I hope the fans get from the Big Brother 2012
Hoax, Big Brother is just a game! There's no need to issue death threats against the players or their
young children like we had last year with Shelley Moore.
I'm just as guilty as the next person when it comes to talking smack and hating on the players, but that's
where it ends. When the season is over, it's over! Allow them to go back to their lives and leave them
the hell alone, unless their of the Russell Hantz or Rachel E. Reilly persuasion and keep putting
themselves out there to suffer the abuse of the fans.
For the players, you signed up for this and therefore opened yourself up to the love and hate that comes
from the fans of Reality TV so deal with it. If you don't want to experience the love and hate for the
rest of your lives, slowly slip back to the obscurity of whence you came. Trust me we'll forget who you
are by the time the next season roles around.
To those of you sending me hate tweets, get over it. Follow me if you care, block me if you want, I
don't really give a rats ass.
In the immortal words of Dumbledore, You Got Got!
Enjoy the upcoming season of Big Brother and remember it's just a game!

